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The work world is set to undergo major changes 
thanks to advancements in automation and artificial 
intelligence and is beginning to promote new forms of 
collaboration. The transition from a technology-
supporting environment to a collaborative environment 
in which people and technology work together to 
achieve their goals requires a fundamental change in 
the way we design, build, and ultimately deploy 
information systems. 
Most work on information system design focuses on 
the effective augmentation of humans. However, little 
is known about constructing a sustainable mutually 
beneficial collaboration between human and machine. 
To better understand this relationship, we perform a 
case study drawing on ethnographic evidence collected 
during a multi-year design science research project 
with a major service provider for unit load device 
management in the air cargo industry that resulted in 
an artifact for human-machine collaboration (HMC). 
Our study takes a closer look at the co-evolution that 
emerges from the collaboration between human and 
artificial agents over time, in which both parties 
influence each other, the underlying tasks, and their 
environment. Our analysis reveals three facets of 
symbiotic co-evolution: agents’ evolution, activity 
evolution, and structural evolution. The findings 
contribute to the HMC knowledge base and have 
implications for future HMC design initiatives.  
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming more 
capable of understanding and responding to situations 
and is thus having a significant impact on business 
(e.g., revenues, profits, operations, and employment). 
For the first time, machines can participate in both 
physical activities and intellectual tasks. Thus, 
technology is moving away from its augmenting and 
automating roles to become a powerful teammate that 
works with humans in various contexts. Recent 
examples of this transition include startup success 
prediction [14], object annotation [53], and software 
release planning [51]. As we incorporate smart 
technologies further into traditionally human 
processes, new forms of collaboration are emerging, 
making this topic exciting for both academics [55] and 
practitioners interested in exploring and exploiting this 
new form of teaming. 
Shifting from the notion that AI should emulate or 
support humans, experts are beginning to predict that 
with the advancements in AI, business success will 
increasingly depend on people and machines 
collaborating with each other [57]. Thus, scholars 
suggest that we “consider AI not as the replacement of 
human beings, but as the empowerment and 
augmentation of humans” [20, 59]. This 
complementary perspective on the integration of 
machine and human intelligence suggests that 
technology design should focus on meaningful 
augmentation that complements humans instead of 
replacing them [8, 12]. 
This new form of collaboration will enable people 
and machines to engage in a symbiotic relationship, 
allowing them to do things that could not be done 
before and ultimately impacting our working 
environments. However, how this future of human-
machine collaboration (HMC) will look like depends 
on our design decisions. 
Although the topic of human-machine symbiosis as 
the collaboration between human and technology has a 
long tradition [37, 58, 61, 67], current research is 
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missing a conceptualization of co-evolutionary aspects. 
Reviewing the literature in the field of HMC and 
symbiotic systems reveals that most research focuses 
on the design of systems that aim to perform an 
activity and achieve a defined goal. Although the 
literature on HMC discusses learning and adaptation as 
a central facet, the relationship between interacting 
parties and the evolution of this relationship have not 
received much attention. This research gap impedes 
full theoretical understanding and systematic and 
purposeful managerial applications. Consequently, the 
objective of this study is to investigate the evolution of 
HMC and explore and synthesize patterns of symbiotic 
co-evolution. 
Following a case study approach [68], we analyze 
data from a multi-year design science research (DSR) 
project that aimed to construct, evaluate, and introduce 
an IT artifact that incorporates the idea of human-
machine symbiosis in the air cargo industry.  
Our study makes two contributions. First, we 
provide a conceptualization of symbiotic co-evolution 
by revealing three facets of co-evolution: agents’ 
evolution, activity evolution, and structural 
evolution. Second, we provide rich description of co-
evolution in an HMC decision-making context. The 
findings are likely to be beneficial for practitioners 
who look for guidance in designing effective HMC. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, we lay the foundation for this work by 
providing background knowledge on collaborative 
information systems and co-evolutionary theory. In 
Section 3, we describe our methodological approach 
and the research setting, and in Section 4, we present 
our findings. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss the 




2.1. Human-Machine Collaboration 
 
Research on the design of collaboration between 
humans is ample and interdisciplinary, including work 
from psychology, organizational science, management 
science, and information systems. While the definition 
of collaboration differs across various disciplines, the 
following definition captures the main elements of the 
concept: “a coordinated, synchronous activity that is 
the result of a continued attempt to construct and 
maintain a shared conception of a problem” [50, p. 70]. 
Thus, collaborative problem solving is the mutual 
engagement of team members in a coordinated effort to 
solve a problem together. This definition is rooted in 
the collaboration research literature and is used in 
various papers [3, 4, 26, 61, 67].  
From an information systems perspective, the 
literature assigns collaborative information systems 
(CIS) to two roles: (1) CIS as a platform that supports 
collaborative activities in an organization among 
human collaborators and (2) CIS as a teammate in 
collaborative activities, for example through the 
application of AI. The latter is the focus of our study. 
Most of the literature in this field can be divided 
into two clusters. First-generation CIS are considered 
information systems that support collaborative 
activities between human actors for tasks like product 
design [e.g., 54], data management [e.g., 48], and 
disaster management [e.g., 36, 60] and information 
systems that support the improvement of collaborative 
behavior [e.g., 5]. With the rise of smart machines, a 
new second generation of CIS began to emerge. These 
new systems are themselves collaborating actors, and 
the construction of these systems is focused on 
effective collaboration between human actors and 
artificial machine actors. There is ample research on 
information systems that exhibit such capabilities, 
which have been given various labels, including 
human-system collaboration, user-system 
collaboration, and human-agent teamwork [10]. For 
our research context, a particularly interesting term for 
this kind of system uses the metaphor of symbiosis 
[37]. The term symbiosis was coined in 1879 by the 
German plant pathology Heinrich Anton de Bary as 
“the living together of unlike organisms” that could 
lead to a co-evolutionary relationship. 
 
2.2. Co-Evolutionary Theory 
 
The term co-evolution was introduced back in the 
1960s by the American population biologist Paul Ralph 
Ehrlich and the botanist Peter Hamilton Raven. Co-
evolution refers to the simultaneous evolutionary 
changes that occur within interacting populations [19, 
21] and thus describes the reciprocal effects of two or 
more organisms on each other’s evolution. In contrast 
to evolutionary theories, which view organizations, 
populations, or other entities in isolation, the co-
evolutionary perspective emphasizes the coupled 
evolution of multiple populations or forms and their 
embeddedness. These co-evolutions are likely to 
happen when different species have close ecological 
interactions with one another. Such close living can 
take different forms, ranging from being beneficial for 
all organisms involved (mutualism) to being harmful 
for one or more organisms (parasitism). 
Interest in co-evolution grew, and as the concept 
spread quickly, it found application in other disciplines 
besides the natural sciences, including management 
science [34], the social sciences [42], and information 
systems [35]. In the latter, co-evolutionary theory has 
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been applied in different research studies. The majority 
of studies use this theoretical perspective to examine 
alignment between information systems and 
organizations [2, 7, 65], their strategies [46], and their 
cultures or the relationship between information 
system personnel and information technology [44]. 
Other contexts include digital ecosystems [64], 
platforms [62], and IS development [41]. 
From an HMC perspective, the co-evolutionary 
perspective is a useful lens for considering the adaptive 
relationship between humans and machines in 
collaborative working constellations. Although, the co-
evolution of technology and humans has important 
implications [33], research on this theme is sparse. Our 
review on co-evolution in HMC shows that co-
evolution is mainly used to inform and discuss artifact 
design [27, 66] or provide a label for human-machine 
interaction [11, 28]. A few studies use the concept to 
examine ongoing co-evolution, for example between a 
worker’s task and a technology artifact [13].  
Furthermore, we identified several shortcomings in 
the extant literature on CIS (second generation). First, 
prior studies on the design of collaborative information 
systems focus on developing system features that 
address cognitive alignment, interaction, and 
knowledge transfer between human and machine 
agents [e.g., 4, 67]. These studies focus on systems that 
are not primarily designed for collaboration, for 
instance traditional enterprise resource planning 
systems. Second, most empirical studies on CIS 
evaluate artifacts at single points in time. While most 
extant design research is on effective collaboration in 
terms of task completion and efficiency, to the best of 
our knowledge, no studies take a co-evolutionary 
perspective to examine the evolving relationship 
between humans and machines in collaborative 
settings, nor does existing research provide a better 
understanding of how this relationship evolves over 
time and might be guided. By examining an HMC in a 
real-world business context, this study addresses these 
shortcomings. 
 
3. Research Methodology 
 
Addressing the shortcomings of the literature, we 
performed a longitudinal case study analysis to explore 
the evolution that might take place in HMC settings 
and provide detailed descriptions of the phenomenon. 
Case studies are commonly used to increase knowledge 
about individuals, groups, or organizations and about 
social, political, and related phenomena [52]. HMC 
involves the interactions between individuals, groups, 
or organizations and information technology (IT) 
artifacts and presents a suitable domain for case study 
research. Furthermore, case study research is well 
suited for examining a particular phenomenon in its 
natural context [52] as it is the given case. According 
to Robson and McCartan’s classification [49], our 
study’s purpose can be classified as exploratory 
because it reveals what is happening, seeks new 
insights, and generates ideas and as descriptive because 
it illustrates a situation or phenomenon. In the next 
sections, we describe our research setting, our data-
collection activities, and our analysis approach in more 
detail. 
 
3.1. Brief Case Description 
 
The focus of our research is HMC in complex 
decision-making contexts. The selected case is a DSR 
project started in 2012. The case company is a service 
provider for outsourced unit load device (ULD) 
management in the air cargo industry. ULDs are 
containers and pallets used for bundling and 
transporting freight, such as cargo, mail, or baggage in 
the air cargo industry. 
The case company’s main value proposition is to 
ensure ULD supply for its customers. It is responsible 
for a fleet of more than 100,000 ULDs for multiple 
airlines, which consists of 96 ULD types (different in 
shape, weight, and purpose) at more than 500 airports 
worldwide. To achieve this, the case company employs 
ULD dispatchers who continuously monitor and 
control the company’s logistic network and reallocate 
the ULD stocks. This problem is called the empty ULD 
repositioning (EUR) problem [15]. 
At the time of writing, the artifact is used by a team 
of ULD dispatchers for their daily operations. The joint 
activity in which human and artificial agents work 
together entails relocating empty containers and pallets 
within the air cargo network to fulfill airlines’ 
demands.  
Before the artifact was introduced, decision making 
(i.e., data acquisition, information processing, 
information assessment, and identification and 
evaluation of movement options) was done manually. 
With the artifact, however, parts of this decision-
making process can be done by a machine. This setup 
augments human’s decision-making capabilities and 
frees up their cognitive resources for further value-
creating tasks.  
Artifact development has passed through three 
iterations and has produced multiple knowledge 
moments. The first iteration focused on developing an 
intelligent decision-support system using rule-based 
expert system technology to prove that the complex 
decision making of EUR can be supported by IT [15, 
18]. In the second iteration, the focus shifted to 
dividing labor between human and machine 
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components and identifying a purposeful level of task 
automation [17]. The third iteration focused on an 
emerging co-evolution that became apparent when the 
ULD dispatchers interacted with the artifact [16]. This 
study is positioned after the third iteration and is based 
on our learnings and reflections from the previous 
iterations. The author team was engaged in all 
iterations of the project and have documented the 
evolution of the socio-technical artifact for the last 
five-and-a-half years.  
The selected case suits our research objectives well 
for three main reasons: First, it fulfills the requirement 
for co-evolutionary studies necessitating data sets that 
span longer time periods [46] to observe changes that 
evolve over time. Second, the IT artifact is an 
instantiation of HMC. Finally, DSR projects involving 
close cooperation with problem-facing organizations 
enable the collection of rich data during artifact 
development and introduction.  
 
3.2. Data Collection 
 
Using elements of ethnographic research, we aimed 
to capture the collaboration between human agents and 
artificial agents and its evolution over time. More 
concretely, our methodological approach is inspired by 
design ethnography, a new form of engaged 
scholarship that bridges the gap between ethnographic 
research and DSR. While ethnographic studies provide 
a means to establish what is happening in practice and 
provide “IS researchers with rich insights into the 
human, the social, and organizational aspects of 
information systems” [43, p. 2], in design ethnography, 
the researcher goes beyond (participant) observation 
and actively engages with people in the field [6]. 
Ethnography was formerly used in IS research to study 
the changing nature of work and practice in 
relationship to information systems [6]. The 
“ethnographic approach that does not remove actors, 
actions and artifacts and that accounts for what 
happens in practice, provides a basis for building 
managerial implications that can serve managers as 
templates for reflection” [45, p. 3]. Thus, ethnography 
aims to gain a deeper understanding of the problem, 
the solution, and the environment [25, 43]. Zuboff, for 
example, conducted an in-depth ethnographic study 
that involved immersing herself in a company’s 
workplace to uncover employees’ IT usage [69]. 
Bridging research and practice [cf. rigor and 
relevance cycle in 29], the goal of the DSR paradigm is 
to extend human and organizational boundaries and 
capabilities by designing novel artifacts [24, 30]. To 
achieve this, DSR focuses on problem solving through 
the construction and evaluation of artifacts designed to 
solve real-world problems by enabling a 
transformation of an actual state into a desired state 
[30, 40]. To achieve a solution that addresses the 
problem at hand, DSR opts for an iterative approach 
[29]. Each iteration generates a better understanding of 
(1) the given problem and its more abstract problem 
class, (2) possible solution features, more general 
design principles and design theories, and (3) on its 
scientific evaluation.  
We triangulated our data to ensure they were sound 
and to increase the accuracy of our results. 
Triangulation provides a broader representation of the 
research object under study. We undertook two types 
of triangulation: data triangulation with varying types 
of data sources and points in time and methodological 
triangulation, which combines qualitative and 
quantitative data-collection methods. We collected 
qualitative data through participant observations, focus 
groups, expert interviews, and the analysis of archival 
materials and project documentation (e.g., meeting 
minutes of design workshops and telephone 
conferences, presentations, informal meetings, emails). 
The collected data cover a five-and-a-half-year period, 
starting with the initial project kick-off, deployment of 
the artifact, and roll-out and usage. We were highly 
involved in all phases of the project. 
We used qualitative data-collection methods mainly 
to capture the opinions and impressions of the ULD 
dispatchers (human agents) and combined them with 
quantitative data capturing the machine’s progress. 
Our data collection incorporated different users 
collaborating with the same artifact to solve the same 
decision problem. This approach enables us to compare 
novice ULD dispatchers with experts who have 
multiple years of experience. Table 1 provides an 
overview of the collected data. 
 
Data Sources and Description 
Participant observations: Participant observation is a 
popular data-collection method in case study research and 
provides an effective means to collect ethnographic data. It 
involves systematically capturing actions performed by 
subjects. These observations served two purposes in the 
project at hand. On the one hand, we needed to understand 
users’ work to derive a decision-making process model. On 
the other hand, we needed to capture the as-is state of case 
company’s decision making to identify differences after the 
introduction and rollout of the artifact. Thus, we conducted 
participant observations at varying times during the project. 
The latest observations took place in Apr 2017 and Dec 
2017. Users with different levels of professional experience 
and experience using the artifact were observed in their work. 
If possible, we observed the same employees as at the 
beginning of the project, but this was not always possible due 
to employee turnover. Participant observations were 
conducted by two to three observers who took notes and 
audio-recorded the sessions. 
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Focus groups: Collecting data from focus groups 
involves assembling small groups of peers to discuss 
particular topics. The interactive nature of these group 
discussions encourages participants to react to comments 
made by other participants. We conducted focus groups to 
discuss the artifact with ULD dispatchers. For example, we 
held a focus group to review new functionalities to solve 
concrete decision problems. These discussions were 
documented in notes. 
Interviews: Interviews allow researchers to gain in-depth 
knowledge about a particular topic and collect opinions and 
impressions about the object under study. We mainly used 
interviews for evaluation purposes to examine the impact of 
the artifact on decision making. We conducted semi-
structured interviews with different ULD dispatchers who 
already used or began to use the artifact. Interviews were 
audio-recorded with the participants’ consent and later 
transcribed. 
Archival data: The DSR project was set up as a highly 
interactive and cooperative activity. Within the design team, 
we conducted design workshops and telephone conferences 
on a monthly basis. To date, 47 workshops have been held. 
The results were documented in protocols. These protocols 
not only contain design decisions but also reflect discussions. 
The protocols are particularly important because they capture 
project side effects and artifacts that directly or indirectly 
affect the ULD business. 
Furthermore, we received informal feedback through 
email communication and discussions after and during 
system demonstrations. In addition, we archived the 
evolution of the program code to replay which and when 
artifact features were introduced. 
Metrics: From a quantitative perspective, we collected 
data about system usage, decision making, and HMC’s 
performance.  
Typical questions included “How often was the system 
used and for what problems,” “Who made a decision (human 
or machine),” “How many decisions were made,” and “Was 
the decision informed by the machine or made by the human 
alone?”  
Furthermore, we calculated measures to assess the 
system’s quality by capturing the changes of the expert 
system’s rule base and generated recommendations. We 
calculated the so-called hit rate, which gives information on 
the extent to which the artifact comes to the same decisions 
as human experts. These data contain information about 
whether the system makes the same decisions as users, 
whether users’ decisions are informed by the system, and 
whether users (who were informed or not informed by the 
system) agree with the recommendations made by the 
system. 
All metrics were collected over a longer time span, which 
allows us to inspect changes over time and compare system 
behavior before and after making it available to users. 




3.3. Data Analysis 
 
To explore our data and structure our findings, we 
align our research in the socio-technical system (STS) 
perspective. This perspective concludes that the social 
and technical aspects of information system 
phenomena are intertwined and that the boundaries 
between the two are not always clear [9, 39]. Thus, it 
conceptualizes information systems as two interrelated 
sub-systems: the technical system and the social 
system. The technical system consists of the tasks and 
technologies needed to produce products or services. 
The social system consists of the people and structure 
that comprise the relationship between them. STS is 
embedded in and influenced by an external 
environment. Furthermore, prior IS research argues 
that changes in STS are the result of misalignments 
within the STS—that is, among the socio-technical 
components [39], and that after the introduction of 
artifacts (technology), the interconnected sub-systems 
of the STS (people, tasks, structure) evolve with the 
artifact [9, 63].  
 
STS Concepts HMC 
People Human Agents 
Technology Artificial Agents 
Structure Relationship 
Task Activity 
Table 2. Mapping human-machine 
collaboration to the socio-technical systems 
perspective. 
 
In this study we take the same stance using STS as 
a framework to identify and organize the social and 
technical parts of information systems [9, 55]. 
Although the STS framework fits our research 
objective perfectly because it seems suitable for 
describing the evolution and change of information 
systems [39], we needed to make it applicable for the 
domain of HMC. Thus, we adopted the terminology 
described in Table 2. 
For data analysis, we were inspired by techniques 
from the grounded theory methodology [22] and set up 
a five-step process. In Step 1, data from all data 
sources collected during the DSR project (see Section 
3.2.) were merged using a central repository for all 
relevant media files. In Step 2, we started with initial 
coding, analyzing the collected data to identify and 
formulate ideas, themes, and issues relevant for this 
study. We carefully screened the underlying data to 
identify evolution in the STS components and took 
notes that we later discussed and consolidated. This 
resulted in a set of nine first-order themes related to 
evolutionary behavior. When creating the first-order 
themes, we took care to map the data sources to the 
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themes so that no information was lost. We also 
wanted to check which data sources provide 
information on the same first-order themes. These links 
are shown in Figure 1. In Step 3, we performed focus 
coding, aggregating identified themes into higher-order 
themes. We ended up with a set of seven second-order 
themes. Then, in Step 4, we conducted axial coding 
and classified the findings into three facets of co-
evolution. Finally, in Step 5, we are disseminating the 
results in the context of this publication. 
 
4. Findings  
 
Our data analysis revealed three facets of co-
evolution: agents’ evolution, activity evolution, and 
structural evolution (see Figure 1). For each theme, we 
present a brief description and provide concrete 
examples from the EUR case that demonstrate how the 
evolution manifested and make the themes more 
tangible for practitioners. Figure 1 shows the results of 
the five-step analysis process and indicates the link 
between our data sources and themes. For example, the 
machine’s evolution is captured in the metrics data and 
was revealed in our analysis of the hit rate over time. 
  
4.1. Agents’ Evolution 
 
For HMC, both sides of the collaboration—the 
machine and the human (the user)—can be seen as 
agents of the system. Our investigations of the 
available data from the metrics and interviews show 
that both agents have evolved. The data confirm that 
the artifact has become better over time by developing 
and proposing solutions that are more similar to those 
of human experts. It is evident that the artifact's 
knowledge gaps have been continuously filled and that 
its information-processing capabilities have improved 
over time. 
Machine’s evolution. The accuracy of the 
recommendations made by the machine increased with 
use of the system. This increased accuracy can be seen 
by examining the hit rate. The hit rate relates the 
machine’s recommendations to the actual actions 
performed by people. The hit rate changed due to the 
expansion of the machine’s rule base, which is used to 
derive recommendations. Furthermore, the users 
mentioned they noticed an increase in the machine’s 
solution capacities, i.e. the quality of 
recommendations.  
Human’s evolution. Whether workers perceived a 
change or not, their work changed with use of the 
machine. For example, the machine explains the 
reasoning for suggested solutions and can support 
training. Thus, a novice ULD dispatcher can be 
partially trained by the machine and can avoid 
depending on an experienced colleague for permanent 
support. The system takes on the role of the trainer, 
playing a decisive role in the development of new ULD 
dispatchers. An ULD dispatcher noted that an 
experienced dispatcher already knows about 90% of 
the recommendations and probably learns less than a 
novice who can be fully supported by the decision 
support system (DSS). We observed that experienced 
ULD dispatchers mentioned that they “overlook 
complex [repositioning alternatives] with multi-sector 
flights but the DSS gives [them] suggestion(s).” Thus, 
they were also able to learn from the machine. In 
complex decision situations, in particular, the system 
pointed out new ways to solve problems. They also 
mentioned that they use the system to confirm their 
decisions by requesting recommendations. Thus, the 
explanation component of the system enabled them to 
better evaluate decisions and “prevent a bad decision.” 
In sum, the evolution of the human was evident in 
various factors (e.g., experience level, self-confidence, 
and susceptibility to failure).  
 
Figure 1. Data structure. 
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4.2. Activity Evolution 
 
Our analysis showed that even the tasks themselves 
are not invariable elements in an HMC. In addition to 
the development of the agents, the activities 
themselves developed further throughout the project. 
Activity deficits. The introduction of the system 
not only enabled the simultaneous consideration of 
larger data volumes and a global view of the ULD 
network but has also led ULD dispatchers to question 
their current decision-making processes. 
After more intensive work with the system, the 
ULD dispatchers discovered that the processes had to 
be changed and questioned the current process steps 
(e.g., manual labor-intensive data acquisition and pre-
processing). They noticed that the system “makes 
[their] work more automatic [so they] skip some 
[information] processing [steps].” 
Activity improvement. A key result of the DSR 
project is that effective control of the network by the 
machine is highly dependent on accurate facts. Thus, 
derived from the design workshops, two new human 
roles were created that are closely connected to the 
machine’s effectiveness and thus the outcome of the 
collaboration. One new role was established that is 
responsible for the evolution of the system’s 
knowledge base. Another new role was created to 
continuously monitor and adjust inventory safety stock 
levels [38].  
Generalizing idiosyncratic problem-solving 
approaches. There was a noticeable change in how 
decisions are made. Through observations of the ULD 
dispatchers, we were able to document a partly person-
individual unconventional decision-making behavior. 
After the system was introduced and used, processes 
have been partly standardized or have been actively 
moved in this direction by the users. For example, 
during the project, we often heard “It has always been 
done this way” and “This is a peculiarity of the 
airline.” We transformed these sentiments into more 
general problem-solving knowledge that is applicable 
to a broader range of problems and synthesizes 
different problem-solving approaches. 
 
4.3. Structural Evolution 
 
In addition to the evolutionary patterns of agents 
and activities, our data analysis showed that the 
collaboration setup is also subject to evolution. This 
structural development is characterized mainly by the 
changing division of labor between the two actors and 
its dynamic function allocation due to mutual 
adaptation and learning. 
Division of labor. Before introducing the HMC, 
ULD dispatchers had to manually collect all relevant 
information before planning. Although this had already 
been done with IT support before, the existing systems 
were not able to prepare the information for decisions 
but reacted much more to ad hoc requests from users. 
An analysis of historical ULD repositioning decisions 
revealed that with the introduction of the HMC, work 
was redistributed such that the machine can take on 
cognitively more demanding tasks and be available to 
the ULD dispatchers as a kind of teammate. 
Furthermore, interviews with the ULD dispatchers 
confirmed that they perceived the system to help them 
avoid wrong decisions as it continuously collects the 
necessary data itself and informs them early on.  
In addition, they mentioned that the perceived 
decision time was also shortened by the constant 
presence of the machine. The reduced decision time 
allowed the ULD dispatchers to improve their 
analytical skills, which in turn had an impact on the 
quality of their decisions. 
Adaptation and learning. As other authors have 
already mentioned [67], HMC is not a one-time event 
but a new way of using and perceiving machines. In 
the context of this new relationship, intensive 
cooperation leads to mutual learning and adaptation 
among collaborators. The ULD dispatchers mentioned, 
for example, that the machine proposed alternatives 
that were not normally known to them, or that the 
feasibility of these alternatives was difficult to verify 
due to time constraints. The machine agent now 
conducts these activities automatically and 
communicates to the ULD dispatchers. As one ULD 
dispatcher explained to us, “with DSS you can see the 
whole [air cargo network].” 
On the other hand, applying machine learning 
techniques, the machine can derive new knowledge 
from past decisions and adapt to user behavior. For 
example, the machine incorporates association rule-
mining features to reveal missing rules from historical 
decisions that are then used to extend the rule base. 
 
5. Discussion and Conclusion  
 
Taking a STS perspective on HMC [58, 61, 67] in a 
complex decision-making context, we set out to 
explore the symbiotic relationship between human and 
technology. We found that there are three facets of 
symbiotic co-evolution: agents’ evolution, activity 
evolution, and structural evolution (see Figure 2). 
This study provides the first empirical insights into 
the phenomenon of symbiotic co-evolution in the 
context of collaborative human-machine decision 
making over an extended time span. The results show 
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that a kind of evolution takes place within the 
collaborative human-machine decision-making setting. 
Since available knowledge about this phenomenon is 
scarce, the implications of this study are relevant for 
both theory and practice. 
Figure 2. Symbiotic co-evolution in socio-
technical systems 
 
5.1. Theoretical Implications 
 
Answering calls for studies in the field of human-
machine teaming [56], we contribute to the design 
knowledge base with our conceptualization of the 
symbiotic co-evolution that might occur in HMC 
settings and provide a framework to describe facets of 
this symbiotic co-evolution. 
This study is exploratory in nature instead of 
having a confirmatory focus, so we do not consider the 
facets conclusive but as a starting point. While 
traditional DSR details the construction and evaluation 
of IT artifacts by the research community, the case at 
hand represents the construction of a complex IT 
artifact developed in a real-world practical context 
[31]. Therefore, making rich descriptions of such cases 
available contributes additional data sources for future 
research projects. The findings of this paper can be 
classified as an attempt at “generalizing from data to 
description” [32] and aims to contribute toward a 
theory for analysis and description [23]. 
The findings demonstrate that symbiotic co-
evolution is a useful research lens to describe change 
and adaptation in STS and extends prior work in this 
direction [e.g., 39] by conceptualizing technology as 
collaborating agents.  
Furthermore, our findings extend the existing 
knowledge on HMC design, which focuses more on 
goal achievement and effective collaboration in 
activities [e.g., 58, 61, 67] than on the mutual 
development of the collaborating parties and their 
relationship. In this sense, our results might stimulate 
discussion on new problem classes focusing on the 
purposeful design of symbiotic co-evolution. 
Consequently, our findings inform the IS design 
knowledge that guides the construction of human-
machine symbiotic artifacts in other contexts. 
 
 
5.2. Practical Implications 
 
The rapid advances of smart machines have 
triggered a changing perspective in system 
development from solving problems by introducing 
specific rather than static artifacts to constructing 
technologies that are designed to evolve over time 
through interaction with humans either autonomously 
or with minimal involvement of human designers.  
The capabilities of such IT artifacts both enable and 
constrain managers and consumers as they implement 
and redesign work systems and the allocation of human 
resources [1]. We argue that collaboration design 
between humans and machines is inevitable. The 
development of such collaboration may be time 
consuming and resource intensive, so managers need to 
acknowledge the existence of this dynamic 
collaborative relationship for future design initiatives, 
not only in terms of pure technological artifact design 
but also in terms of the organizational design 
technology is woven into. 
Besides the effects on the design of new forms of 
collaborative information systems, our results could 
also influence the design of future (digital) 
organizations currently on the path to digital 
innovation and transformation. Thus, organizational 
design should consider that with the emergence of 
smart machines, human-machine collaboration is 
becoming inevitable and must be considered when 
designing workplaces and training. 
 
5.3. Limitations and Future Research 
 
As with every research, our study does not come 
without limitations. Although a single case study 
design affords the opportunity to generalize 
observations and measurements [32] and while the 
selected case serves as a perfect exemplary 
instantiation, the findings may not be generalizable. As 
such, further research is needed to replicate our 
findings across different contexts.  
Moreover, while we examined collaboration in a 
monitor-and-control decision setting, other scenarios 
might be interesting as well. Besides classical decision-
support topics, process-driven enterprise resource 
systems [67] and contexts with a higher degree of 
social interaction (e.g., human resource management 
and customer relationship management) also provide 
interesting contexts.  
Furthermore, as other authors have mentioned, 
evolution might be planned or unplanned as it is 
difficult to derive sound rules to trigger co-evolution 
[47]. Therefore, it would be interesting to analyze 
HMC at different points in time, examine the 
environmental state, and identify events that trigger 
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evolutionary change. Nevertheless, we hope our 
findings stimulate an interesting discussion of HMC 
and IS design in general. 
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